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Today I took lots of photos of mixing colours. I decided I would have powder paint mixing 
on the tray with an intention that it wouldn’t be about just tipping the tubs out but more 
about modelling the mixing of powder and water to make paint and then maybe onto 
mixing colours.I know my tendency is towards messy play and making room for 
experimentation and exploration but I really wanted to start with following a procedure 
and in fact a lot of the children were ready for this and a great deal of powder paint mixing 
happened. There was paper available to paint with the results but actually most of the 
children were more involved in mixing in their palettes. Later children stretched the 
exploration more and I let this happen as most of them really had understood the initial 
process. I couldn’t stop taking photos because it all looked so luscious and I was just 
downloading them I thought I might try and make a ‘photo quilt’ of them. I don’t know if it 
works as an image but we’ll see. 








The process is quite confusing as you are using the brush as a 
tool to transport water into the powder and when the water 
changes colour that be sometimes becomes a focus as you would expect , often children 
then add the powder to the water instead of the other way round which again is part of 
exploring the materials and how they change things when mixed. This last one was a 
painting by H which he spent a long time making.


Generally it was quite quiet as children seemed to be absorbed and concentrating                        

S: A loo one (A blue one ?)

P: I’m making powder paint 
E :How do you make green? 
E : Blue and yellow

E : You showed me E 
M: I made purple 

Me: How did you do that? 
M:I used these she pointed  to the red and blue tubs

M I made pink she stated then pointing to the red and white tubs

K: Sperimenting  

Some of the children that I saw at the table. A, P, E, S, S, 
L, H, I, E, N T, N, S, E, 
H, I, E A, A, L, B, K , Z 

just an unrelated snippet from A to finish off 

A: I made a new game in my head as he pointed to his head

A: Monster, monster come alive










